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Abstract—Graph partitioning is a NP-hard problem with multiple conflicting objectives. The graph partitioning should minimize the inter-partition relationship while maximizing the intra-partition relationship. Furthermore, the partition load should be evenly distributed over the respective partitions. Therefore this is a multi-objective optimization problem (MOO). One of the approaches to MOO is Pareto optimization which has been used in this paper. The proposed methods of this paper used to improve the performance are injecting best solutions of previous runs into the first generation of next runs and also storing the non-dominated set of previous generations to combine with later generation's non-dominated set. These improvements prevent the GA from getting stuck in the local optima and increase the probability of finding more optimal solutions. Finally, a simulation research is carried out to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The simulation results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, Graph partitioning is used directly in a wide range of problems. Graph partitioning involves dividing a set of objects into a specified number of partitions according to the minimization of some optimization criterion additive over the partitions. The technique used here presents how to distribute N object in M partitions such that the inter-partition relationship is maximized and inter-partition relationship is minimized [1] and simultaneously make the partition load be evenly distributed over the respective partitions which sets constraint for the optimization problem. So the objective functions are more than one and conflicting with each other. One of the approaches to Multiple-Objective Optimization (MOO) according to Pareto optimization is NSGA-II. In this paper NSGA-II has been used. Proposed improvements are injecting best solutions of last runs into the first generation of the next runs and also storing the non-dominated set of previous generations to combine with the last generation's non-dominated set. These improvement methods prevent the GA from getting stuck in the local optima, also increase the opportunity for better solutions to mate and to participate in the generation of last Pareto front set.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly introduces the multi-objective optimization methods and also NSGA-II idea. In section III graph partitioning is modeled as a multi-objective optimization problem. GA implementation to solve this multi-objective optimization problem is discussed in section IV and effectiveness of the proposed method is investigated through a simulation example. The paper is concluded in Section V.

II. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION

In many applications the cost function has multiple, often times conflicting, objectives. There are two general approaches to multiple-objective Optimization: weighted sum method and Pareto-based Approach [2]. The weighted sum method aggregates individual objective functions into a single composite function, but the problem lies in the proper selection of the weights to characterize the decision-maker’s preferences. In practice, it can be very difficult to precisely and accurately select these weights, even for someone familiar with the problem domain. Compounding this drawback is that scaling amongst objectives is needed and small perturbations in the weights can sometimes lead to quite different solutions [3]. In order to overcome such difficulties, Pareto-based evolutionary optimization has become an alternative to classical techniques such as weighted sum method. This approach was first proposed by Goldberg in [4].

A. Pareto-based Approach

Solutions to a multi-objective optimization problem can be expressed mathematically in terms of non-dominated points, i.e., a solution is dominant over another only if it has superior performance in all criteria. A solution is said to be Pareto-optimal if it can not be dominated by any other solution available in the search space. While moving from one Pareto solution to another, there is always a certain amount of sacrifice in one objective(s) to achieve a certain amount of gain in the other(s). Pareto optimal solution sets are often preferred to single solutions because they can be practical when considering real-life problems.

The NSGA-II is a very robust multi-objective optimization algorithm based on Pareto method. The idea behind NSGA is that a ranking selection method is used to emphasize good points and a niche method is used to maintain stable subpopulations of good points. Before the selection is performed, the population is ranked on the basis of an individual’s non-domination. The non-dominated individuals present in the population are first identified from the current
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population. Then, all these individuals are assumed to constitute the first non-dominated front in the population and assigned a large dummy fitness value. The same fitness value is assigned to give an equal reproductive potential to all these non-dominated individuals. Then, these individuals are removed from the population. Next all the non-dominated individuals of this smaller population are found and assigned a rank of two. This process continues until all the individuals are assigned a rank and fitness value. Then non-dominated solutions have more chance to be selected for mating because they have better fitness than other solutions. The main advantage of this approach is that a global map of multiple objectives to a single objective function using a non-dominated sorting procedure. Details on NSGA-II can be found in [5].

The algorithm proposed in this paper is an extension to NSGA-II in graph partitioning problem, but the modifications are general and could be applied to other MOEAs. A database of best solutions has been used to save last Pareto set of various runs. Due to high cost of generating elitist individuals, solutions of the database are injected into the first generation of next runs to have some elitist solutions in the beginning. Also Pareto optimal set of each generation are being stored to combine with the last generation’s non-dominated set.

III. MODELING OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

The proposed methodology has been tested for a real partitioning system with dimensions that are significantly larger than the ones frequently found in the literature.

A. Model Description

Graph partitioning in general follows three principles [6]:
(1) Divide those objects having closer relationships into the same partition, such that
   Intra-partition relationship is maximized.
(2) Inter-partition relationships should be minimized.
(3) Balance the partition load over the resultant partitions,
   Such that the total load burden is evenly distributed in
   respective partitions. This principle prevents the partitioning performance from being significantly influenced if new elements are added to an arbitrary partition.

The main basis for the graph partitioning problem is the relationship between arbitrary two nodes, which can be described by a relationship matrix. The relationship (R) between arbitrary two nodes requires careful consideration of common and uncommon grounds between two nodes A and B and can be measured as:

\[ R(A, B) = \frac{N(A \cap B)}{N(A \cup B)} \]  

(1)

\[ N(A \cap B) \] in Eq. (1) considers common grounds, and \[ N(A \cup B) \] considers both common and uncommon grounds between two nodes.

If \( i = \{1, 2, 3, \ldots, n\} \) is used to represent the nodes, then the relationship matrix can be constructed as following:

\[ R = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & r_{i2} & \ldots & r_{in} \\
r_{i1} & 0 & \ldots & r_{in} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
r_{i1} & r_{i2} & \ldots & 0
\end{bmatrix}. \]  

(2)

Where the element \( r_{ij} \) represents the relationship between node i and node j which is computed from Eq. (1). Nodes do not have relationship with themselves, so diagonal elements in the matrix are all zeros.

B. Problem Definition

Use \( k = \{1, 2, 3, \ldots, K\} \) to represent the partition, and define

\[ x_{ik} = \begin{cases} 
1, & i \in \text{Partition} \ k, \\
0, & i \notin \text{Partition} \ k.
\end{cases} \]  

(3)

For any partition, \( x_{ik} (1-x_{jk}) \) is equal to 0 if both node i and node j belong to partition k, and is equal to 1 if node i belongs to partition k while j belongs to a different partition. Consequently the aggregate inter-partition relationship among all partitions can be formulated as

\[ C = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{i=1 \neq j}^{n} x_{ik} (1-x_{jk}) r_{ij}. \]  

(4)

The intra-partition relationship of any partition can be formulated as

\[ w(k) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{ik} x_{jk} r_{ij}. \]  

(5)

And the aggregate intra-partition relationship among all partitions can be formulated as

\[ W = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{ik} x_{jk} r_{ij}. \]  

(6)

Remark. In our data set, always \( r_{ij} = r_{ji} \), therefore the algorithm only uses the elements above or below the diagonal. The maximum partition load imbalance among all partitions can be defined by the maximum partition load difference

\[ I = \max_{i \neq j, i,j \in K} |w(i) - w(j)|. \]  

(7)

Three graph partitioning principles are equivalent to minimize Eqs. (4) and (7) and maximize Eq. (6) simultaneously, which is multi-objective optimization problem. In the proposed algorithm Eqs. (4) and (6) are considered as optimization objectives and Eq. (7) is moved to the constraint set that must be established for each of these former objectives.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GA

Genetic Algorithms were developed by John Holland at the University of Michigan. They are search algorithms based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics [7]. The algorithm begins with an initial solutions population of the problem. This population is generated randomly. Each one of these solutions must be evaluated by means of a fitness function; the result of this evaluation is a measure of individual adaptation. The individuals with the best adaptation measure have more chances of reproducing and generating new individuals. Each individual (chromosome) is represented by a set of parameters (genes).

The GA uses two methods for generating new individuals: Crossover and Mutation. Once the next population has been generated, by means of Crossover, Mutation or both, it has to be evaluated, and it then replaces the earlier population. This process is repeated a finite number of times with the aim of obtaining the global optimum of the problem [8][9].

For optimizing multi-objective problems by the Pareto front approach, NSGA-II algorithm with some extensions to conventional GA is used. The NSGA-II main loop may be described as given in Fig. 1
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Steps 4 (selection) chooses and compares the individuals for the mating pool using tournament selection. Step 6 implicitly uses a comparison criterion to calculate the non-dominated fronts. In the following subsections a dominance relation for interval-valued multiple-objective functions is defined, which will be used to compare individuals in steps 4 and 6 [10].

A. Solution Representation

The representation scheme in GA determines how the problem is structured and also influences the genetic operators that are used. Which kind of solution representation is used depends on characteristics of the optimization problem.

When using GA for graph partitioning problem, many scholars used integer encoding [11][12], which provides a convenient and natural way to express the mapping from representation to solution domain. With integer encoding, the interpretation of the solution representation for graph partitioning is straightforward, so the integer encoding is also used in this paper. The solution to graph partitioning is encoded into a vector of integers, where the ith element of an individual is k if object i is assigned to partition k. For example, the objects n = {1,2,3,…,10} are assigned to three partitions k={1,2,3}, and one possible individual is [ 1 2 2 3 1 2 3 3 1 1]. Then the corresponding graph partitioning is {1, 5, 9, 10}, {2, 3, 6, 7} and {4, 8}.

B. Fitness Function

A fitness function evaluation is incorporated to assign a value to each individual. This value is a figure of merit which is calculated by using any domain knowledge that applies. In principle, this is the only point in the algorithm that domain knowledge is necessary. The individuals are chosen using the fitness value as a guide, where those with higher fitness values are chosen more often.

In case of multi-objective or Pareto optimization there is not any one value to describe the quality but several different qualities. The user is supposed to choose the proper quality combination that best fit to his/her purposes.

To facilitate the selection operation in GA, the global minimization problem is usually changed into a global maximization problem. Through transforming Eqs. (4), the proper fitness function for the aggregate inter-partition relationship among all partitions can be obtained

\[
F = \begin{cases} 
U_{\text{Coupling}} - \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{k \neq i}^{n} x_{ik} (1-x_{jk}) v_{y} & C < U_{\text{Coupling}} \\
0, & C \geq U_{\text{Coupling}}
\end{cases}
\]

Where \(U_{\text{Coupling}}\) should select an appropriate positive number to ensure the objective value of all good individuals are positive in the feasible solution space. On the other hand, \(U_{\text{Coupling}}\) can also be utilized to adjust the selection pressure of GA. When \(U_{\text{Coupling}}\) is increased, the relative fitness of good individuals is reduced, so the selection pressure is decreased, which can prevent the evolution process from premature convergence to get trapped into local minimums. But a too large \(U_{\text{Coupling}}\) will slow down the evolution process, therefore will increase the computing time.

Consider \(P_{1}, P_{2},..., P_{i}\) are non-dominated fronts and \(P_{1}\) is the pareto front of the population. NSGA-II assigns a dummy and unique value to each individual using a fitness sharing function such that the worst fitness value assigned to the individuals of \(P_{1}\) is better than the best fitness value assigned to \(P_{i+1}\) ones. This uniqueness value is related to the distance between each solution and its two closest neighbors. Distance is calculated from the associated fitness values of Eqs. (6) and (8). So the proper fitness function for the graph partitioning problem can be obtained

\[
F_{\text{total}} = \text{Rank} + \frac{F^{2} + W^{2}}{2}.
\]
C. Population Initialization

The GA starts with randomly selected initial population. Individuals are created by generating an array of random numbers in the range 1 to partition count. Individual must represent a valid partitioning solution satisfying the constraints. If any of the constraints is violated, then the generated individual is regarded as invalid and discarded. In our problem, a valid partitioning solution is balanced. The process is repeated until two times more individuals of the population size are generated. Then the first half of individuals with smaller objective values is selected as the initial population.

Considering the high cost of generating elitist individuals, a database of best solutions of various runs has been used. The solutions of the database are injected into the first generation of the next runs to have some elitist solutions in the beginning.

The number of partitions can be estimated by dividing the total number of objects by the defined capacity of each partition. If the initialization process either runs too slowly or cannot generate valid individuals, then the number of partitions should be added by one and the initialization routine is restarted.

D. Genetic Operators

Selection operator chooses and compares individuals for the mating pool using the fitness value as a guide, where those with higher fitness values are chosen more often. Selecting individuals based on fitness value is a major factor in the strength of GAs as search algorithms. In graph partitioning using NSGA-II, the selection operator is tournament selection. Tournament selection closely mimics mating competition in nature to randomly pick a small subset of individuals (two or three) from the mating pool, and the individual with the highest cost in this subset becomes a parent. The tournament repeats for every parent needed. In addition to the selection function, the best solution found so far during the search always survives to the next generation and replaces the worst solution. In this respect, all non-dominated solutions discovered by a multi-objective GA are considered elite solutions.

GA uses crossover to perform on the parents selected in the selection process to create offspring. The purpose of crossover is to maintain the qualities of the solution set, while exploring a new region of the feasible solution space. For the graph partitioning problem, the double-point crossover operator is used: two crossover points are generated uniformly in the mated parents at random, and then the two parents exchange the middle portion between these crossover points to create two new offspring (Fig. 2).
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Each offspring must meet the same constraints as its parents. If any of constraints is violated, then both offspring are discarded and the crossover operation for the mated parents is retried. If the valid offspring cannot be obtained after 20 retries, the crossover operation for these two parents is given up to avoid a possible infinite loop.

The mutation operator occurs a short period of time after crossover and as in nature it exchanges two randomly selected positions of an individual. The purpose of mutation operation is to add diversity to the solution set and to avoid losing useful information in the evolution process. From another point of view, the mutation operation can improve the local search performance of GA. Together with crossover operation they complete the local and global search of the solution space.

For the graph partitioning problem, the stochastically selected object is randomly partitioned to a partition different from the original one (Fig. 3).

![Mutation operator](image)

If any of constraints is violated, then the offspring is discarded and the mutation operation for the parent is retried. Because the mutation operation is carried out at a very small probability, the probability of generating invalid solution is also very small. Even if the invalid solution is generated, a valid solution can be easily obtained through a number of retries.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The new evolutionary algorithm has been applied intensively to the multi-objective optimal graph partitioning of a real distribution system. 96 objects are needed to be partitioned into 4 partitions. The relationship matrix (see the Appendix) is generated by the gathered information from the mentioned system during 5 years. The relation between arbitrary two nodes is represented using floating point numbers.

Before optimizing the graph partitioning using the proposed GA method, a random method is firstly used to obtain a valid graph partitioning. The random method randomly generates 40 valid solutions, and then selects the solution with the minimum aggregate inter-partition relationship and maximum intra-partition relationship as the final solution. The aggregate inter-partition and aggregate intra-partition relationship can be calculated using Eqs. (4) and (6), respectively. Together with the graph partitioning they are written into Table 1.

This solution of NSGA-II method will be compared with the solution obtained by the proposed GA method, which can tell whether the proposed GA method really provides an improvement on the graph partitioning.

When the proposed GA method is used to optimize the graph partitioning, the GA parameters are set as follows: \( \text{Pop}_{\text{size}} = 1000, \ \text{P}_c = 80, \ \text{P}_m = 2.6, \ \text{Generation}_{\text{max}} = 100. \) We set \( U_{\text{coupling}} \) to the maximum inter-partition relationship value of all individuals in the initial population. Because the inter-partition relationship of individuals in the population will decrease with the evolution process, this method of determining \( U_{\text{coupling}} \) ensures the inter-partition relationship of all good individuals in later generations is positive.
When selecting the final solution, we have to compromise between “aggregate inter-partition relationship” and “aggregate intra-partition relationship”. We consider the aggregate inter-partition relationship is our main optimization objective, and simultaneously the aggregate intra-partition relationship needs to keep a large value. Corresponding to the selected Pareto solution, the graph partitioning, the aggregate inter-partition relationship, and the aggregate intra-partition relationship are also written into Table I. A simple contrast...
shows that, the graph partitioning by the proposed GA decreases the aggregate inter-partition relationship that in the random graph partitioning.

Details of the GA evolution process corresponding to the final solution are depicted in Fig. 4. The objective of the selected best individual is monotonically increasing with the evolution process, and the average fitness of the population has a rapid increase at the beginning of the evolution process then fluctuations around a horizontal. The aggregate inter-partition relationship is generally decreasing and the aggregate intra-partition relationship is generally increasing with the evolution process, but also the converse at some generations, which reflect the two optimization objectives restraint and compete with each other in the evolution process. While one objective increases, the other objective decreases and vice versa.

For better solution, the whole optimization process is repeated for a number of times, and each time different crossover probability or mutation probability is set to the GA parameters. Graph partitions obtained in five repeated optimization processes and their relationship results are depicted in Table II, from which we selected the solution obtained in third optimization process, and the corresponding graph partitioning is depicted in Table I.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper the graph partitioning problem is firstly modeled, which is shown to be equivalent to a multi-objective optimization problem with constraints. Then a multi-objective GA method with some modifications to NSGA-II algorithm is proposed to optimize the graph partitioning. Finally the paper conducts a simulation research for the graph partitioning problem on a real distribution system. The simulation results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed multi-objective GA method. Multi-objective optimization of graph partitioning using hybrid cellular learning automata and genetic algorithm to combine the power of the GA with the speed of the local optimizer will be considered in our future research.

APPENDIX

In the appendix, a portion of the relationship matrix used in Section V is given.
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